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PREFACE

WHEN FOLLOWING THE motivation for this study back to its origin, I should proba-
bly start with the Master’s thesis I completed 8 years ago, when I was a student in

Electrical Engineering at Twente University. Under the stimulating supervision of Leo
Veelenturf I was trying to set up a formal framework to compare and analyse various
forms of behaviour that was referred to as ‘learning from examples’. It was not without
reservations that I took up this work, since ‘reasoning by induction’ seemed such a mythi-
cal and unmechanisable process to me; yet, I remember a distinct feeling of disappoint-
ment when I became aware that there might be, after all, some rules of the game.

The theme of induction kept intriguing me, and I reworked my Master’s thesis into an
article which I submitted to the Artificial Intelligence journal. When I picked up the
subject again in Tilburg I soon discovered that there was quite a bit of similar (and better)
work going on, so the rejection of that submission did not come as a great surprise. Even
if my early efforts were a scientific failure, they brought me in contact with Ranan Banerji
who, since I based my work on his, acted as a referee for the paper. Ranan’s warm
personality and scholarly attitude has been a continuing stimulus ever since.

Two scientific events that helped to shape my thoughts occurred in early 1991. In
January I attended a workshop on non-monotonic reasoning in Amsterdam, organised by
Wiebe van der Hoek, John-Jules Meyer and Yao-Hua Tan, where I learned about the work
of Kraus, Lehmann and Magidor, that plays such a central role in this thesis. In March I
witnessed the genesis of the inductive logic programming community at a workshop
organised by Steve Muggleton and Pavel Brazdil in Viana do Castelo (Portugal). Many
forms of close scientific co-operation have sprung from that first meeting.

In the meantime, Robert Meersman gave me all the freedom to work on research topics
of my choosing. My work on inferring attribute dependencies in relational databases was
an attempt to connect to the work on conceptual database design carried out in the Infolab
group. The fact that this work is not the main concern of the thesis (although it is treated
in some detail in chapter 8) is a result, both of my own esoteric foundational interests and
of the liberty provided by my environment, which I hereby gratefully acknowledge.

Another essential ingredient of that environment was embodied in the Institute for
Language Technology & Artificial Intelligence (ITK), a collaborative effort of the Compu-
tational Linguistics group at the Faculty of Linguistics on the one hand, and the Infolab
group at the Faculty of Economics on the other. By way of sad coincidence, not only the
start of my thesis work in Tilburg but also its completion more or less coincides with
that of ITK as a separate and independent entity. It is in appreciation of ITK’s unfortu-
nately short life that this thesis is published in the distinguished ITK dissertation series.
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I would like to thank my promotors and the other members of the reading committee
(Prof.dr. H.C. Bunt (KUB), Dr. L. De Raedt (Leuven), Prof.dr. H. de Swart (KUB), and
Prof.dr. K. Schlechta (Marseille)) for their efforts. I would especially like to thank John-
Jules Meyer for his unfailing enthusiasm and encouragement, and for his careful proof-
reading. I had several stimulating discussions with Luc De Raedt, Harrie de Swart, and
Karl Schlechta, and thank them for the many improvements they suggested. Elias Thijsse
provided partial help with some of the stuff in chapter 7.

Part of the work was done while I was visiting the Joæef Stefan Institute in Ljubljana
and the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven. I thank my hosts, Nada LavraË and Luc De Raedt
for making my stays enjoyable and productive. I also gratefully acknowledge the financial
support of the European Union, through the Basic Research Action Inductive Logic
Programming (6020), the PECO network ILPnet (CIPA3510OCT920044), and the
Networks of Excellence Compulog and MLnet.

I would like to thank my colleagues for being patient with me while I was writing;
Hennie Daniëls, Robert Meersman and Leo Remijn for taking over a few of my lectures;
Tineke Kleine and Alice Kloosterhuis for secretarial assistance; and Egon Verharen for
providing technical assistance way beyond the call of duty (although MicroSoft products
sometimes resist even him…).

Finally, I would like to say ‘thank you’ to all the people who were important for me
during the last year (you know who you are), and to my wife Nada who, despite all the
nights I was working late, never uttered a single complaint!


